actually developed cancer. Reibstein's and Bryan's narratives poignantly articulate worries about how the surgeries will impact their relationships with their husbands and children, yet both of them elect to have the operations. Queller, who is single, worries that it will be harder to find an understanding partner now that she has tested positive for the genetic mutations. She, too, elects for the prophylactic mastectomy. By writing about women with different lifestyles, with different reasons for opting or not opting to be tested for the gene mutations, the book creates a space where discussions and counter-discussions about genetic mutations and prophylactic surgery can occur.
Perhaps DeShazer's greatest contribution to postmillennial breast cancer studies is her call for the continuing celebration of breast cancer survivorship even as she appeals for public and political texts to pay greater attention to those who are dying or have already died. Anti-pink, or "pink washing," is a term that first appeared on the Internet in 2011 and refers to campaigns that question the oversaturation of pink products. More and more companies are choosing to produce pink products, knowing that the consumer is more likely to choose that product over a competitor's because of the association with a breast cancer charity. DeShazer and others, however, believe that consumers of pink products all too often forget about the ugliness of breast cancer, which is, after all, a deadly disease. Though some may disagree with DeShazer on this matter, she once again creates spaces for disseminating knowledge and interrogating norms.
Illness narratives about breast cancer often call to mind Audre Lordearguably the first narrator of a breast cancer journal. Lorde expressed deep loneliness, almost as if she were writing in the dark, with no person like her to give her comfort. Readers may ask themselves, "What would Audre Lorde think about this new postmillenial breast cancer discourse?" Mammographies would make Lorde, that one-breasted Amazonian goddess, very proud. DeShazer is a courageous, tenacious writer who dares to map the progress of breast cancer studies for the first time, in all of its flaws and ugliness, and in all of its beauty and eloquence. Both original and provocative, Paula Backscheider's new book is also deeply learned and comprehensive in its scholarship and in its boldly "revisionary" (her word) ambitions (p. 40). Elizabeth Singer Rowe (1674-1737) was a celebrated poet and epistolary fiction writer, whose works were reprinted an astonishing number of times, more editions in fact through the eighteenth century than Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (1719). She became a celebrity in her later years for her exemplary pious life as well as for her writings. Samuel Johnson praised her as the writer who had managed "to employ the ornaments of romance in the decoration of religion." 1 But her star has faded, to put it mildly, and as Backscheider complains, Rowe has been condescended to by literary historians as merely a pious poet and minor fiction writer, known to a few specialists but not read outside of those circles since her day for her epistolary fictions in four volumes,
Letters Moral and Entertaining and Friendship in Death in Twenty Letters from the Dead to the Living (1728-32).
As she summarizes it in the conclusion of her book, Backscheider's controversial thesis is that in these works Rowe "created a modern, novelistic discourse and characters and plots suffused in it," and "she revolutionized prose fiction, especially amatory romances and the female bildungsroman" (p. 231). These assertions are supported through a series of chapters informed by Backscheider's command of recent feminist-oriented criticism and literary history. Her scholarship is formidable, if at times somewhat distracting in its supererogatory fullness: nearly 800 endnotes for four chapters, an introduction, and a conclusion. Her attraction to unhelpful jargon is also often in view, as she speaks in confidently Foucauldian terms of Rowe's "emphasis on women's self-mastery" as "technologies of the self, devices and techniques that make possible the social construction of personal identity" (p. 43). I am puzzled by moments like this since Rowe presumably did not (could not) think in Foucauldian terms whereby the self is constructed by forces that come from within the culture rather than out of the individual and oppositional sensibility such as Rowe is rightly given great credit for. Indeed, on this same page where Michel Foucault is invoked, Rowe is described as a self-conscious champion of female agency: "She created for writers who followed her novels of steadfastness in contrast to the line of novels of resignation, submission, or stoicism" (p. 43).
I read Rowe's works nearly fifty years ago when I was writing my dissertation, so it is difficult for me to judge just how valid Backscheider's thesis is about Rowe's centrality to the development of the English novel. Her arguments are certainly thorough (if somewhat repetitive and digressive) and persuasive-if, for me, not completely convincing. On her own terms, however, Backscheider makes a strong and confident, well-informed case for Rowe's significance. Her terms involve what is essentially a recurring theme or emphasis in Rowe's narratives of female characters' self-assertion and purposeful development, which she locates with some justice as central to the themes of the emerging novel. That is to say, for Backscheider, Rowe's short novels (novellas, really) rework amatory fiction about women in empowering and positive directions as she "exposes patriarchal and libertine opinions and behaviors as sources of misery and evil" (p. 57). The plots of many of Rowe's Letters are certainly drawn from amatory fiction from the early years of the century, notably female resistance to parental greed in arranging marriage. I would concur with that judgment. Of course, such a plot is what drives Samuel Richardson's Clarissa (1748). As Backscheider observes, Richardson even has his heroine write a letter to Lovelace referring to her "father's house" that anticipates her death and heavenly translation, doubtlessly alluding to Rowe's Friendship in Death.
2 Yet Richardson's achievement in his masterpiece is more than simply thematic iteration of one of the stock plots of earlier eighteenth-century amatory fiction; his accomplishment is the tremendous expansion of such a basic theme in the massive dramatization of deeply realized personalities and sociomoral ideologies that the characters embody and that the complex, slowly unwinding plot elaborates.
Backscheider rings the changes on Rowe's transformative appropriation of amatory fiction's themes, and I agree that she can be said to have revised, expanded, and complicated those themes. Her case for Rowe's importance is a matter of observing this widening of stock amatory plots and the varying thematic richness of her stories. She notes how Rowe moved away from the conventional exaltation of heterosexual marriage as woman's destiny in tales that offer "a new, 'accomplished' woman whose private and social condition is a civilizing model that aims to become normative because it posits that such women have attained woman's 'natural' nature" (p. 150). Whether Rowe's treatment of amatory plots had the transformative effect and influence on the emerging novel that Backscheider describes seems to me seriously open to question. Worthy, intelligent, and genuinely interesting as she and her work are, Rowe was not by any means an innovator like Richardson.
Perhaps the most interesting and convincing part of Backscheider's book comes in her conclusion, entitled "Lifestyle as Legacy." Rowe in her widowed retirement in the country "made her life a text to be written and guarded" (p. 209). Backscheider suggests that a life such as she led and was famous for-intellectual and thoughtful, natural and contemplative, indifferent to worldly vanities, religious and rational-inspired the Bluestockings of the next generation and was also replicated in the ideal behavior of many novelistic heroines after 1739. Rowe, then, was nothing less than "a major empowering example and modeled a lifestyle that was ahead of its time" (p. 209). This rings true as a valuable assessment of the importance of Rowe's life and work. Backscheider's book is a worthy recuperation of a neglected and important writer. Her larger claims that Rowe's short fictions are somehow at the center of the emergence of the modern novel strike me as provocative and worth pondering, even if somewhat unconvincing. As Scottish juries are permitted to render their verdict, I would say of Backsheider's thesis "not proven." 
John

ANNA SEWARD AND THE END OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,
by Claudia Thomas Kairoff. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012. 308 pp. $55.00.
Early in the introduction to this very fine book, Claudia Thomas Kairoff offers the following hostage to fortune: "It is tempting to describe [Anna] Seward as marginal owing to her liminal status at the close of one literary period as another opened" (p. 3). Of course such a transitional moment is visible only after the fact, and what Kairoff shows with utter plausibility is Seward's centrality to the mature flowering of eighteenth-century sensibility and the construction of a mode of personalized criticism by which the writer seeks, and finds, a unique place in the world of letters. Over the past twenty or so years, as female writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have migrated from the sphere of "women writers" to a more integrated position within the canon, Seward has lagged a bit behind, say, Charlotte Smith, Mary Robinson, or Felicia Hemans, not to mention those who never quite dropped off the radar (though they languished on its outer edge) like Maria Edgeworth and Frances Burney. With the publication in 2009 of Teresa Barnard's informed and intelligent biography, Anna Seward: A Constructed Life, however, Seward became accessible beyond the stereotype of the "Swan of Lichfield" (much as Loraine Fletcher's 1998 Charlotte Smith: A Critical Biography did to underpin Smith studies). Kairoff's study takes us from an understanding of Seward's life to a much fuller, more nuanced, and above all critical understanding of her works, by which I mean she treats Seward seriously, as a serious writer whose work matters to our understanding of literary history and to her own time's grasp of the importance of the cultural standing of literary matters.
Kairoff forgoes the usual structure of four or five meaty and lengthy chapters in favor of a comprehensive examination of Seward's poetry,
